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Mapping Victorian Britain's fishing groundsMapping Victorian Britain's fishing grounds

OLSEN, Ole Theodore.OLSEN, Ole Theodore.
The Piscatorial Atlas of the North Sea, English and St. George's Channels... Illustrating TheThe Piscatorial Atlas of the North Sea, English and St. George's Channels... Illustrating The
Fishing Ports, Boats, Gear, Species of Fish (How, Where, and When Caught), and otherFishing Ports, Boats, Gear, Species of Fish (How, Where, and When Caught), and other
information concerning fish and fisheries.information concerning fish and fisheries.

Grimsby: O.T. Olsen & London: Taylor and Francis, 1883. Large folio, original cloth gilt; pp. (viii)Grimsby: O.T. Olsen & London: Taylor and Francis, 1883. Large folio, original cloth gilt; pp. (viii)
(incl. title, dedication and index of maps), with fifty chromolithographic maps, as called for.(incl. title, dedication and index of maps), with fifty chromolithographic maps, as called for.
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A robust, clean example of an important work on sea fishing, one of the studies of the fishingA robust, clean example of an important work on sea fishing, one of the studies of the fishing
grounds around the British Isles. The first four illustrate the tides, depths, composition of the seagrounds around the British Isles. The first four illustrate the tides, depths, composition of the sea
bed and the names of the grounds. Each of the other 46 maps are dedicated a species importantbed and the names of the grounds. Each of the other 46 maps are dedicated a species important
to the fishery industry (including Mackerel, Cod, Sturgeon. Sole, Plaice, Lobster and Oyster),to the fishery industry (including Mackerel, Cod, Sturgeon. Sole, Plaice, Lobster and Oyster),
listing their locations, spawning grounds and how they are caught, with a vignette of the typicallisting their locations, spawning grounds and how they are caught, with a vignette of the typical
boat used to catch them. The Piscatorial Atlas, published as fishing boats were switching fromboat used to catch them. The Piscatorial Atlas, published as fishing boats were switching from
sail to steam, is a disturbing reminder of how industrial techniques have all but destroyed thesail to steam, is a disturbing reminder of how industrial techniques have all but destroyed the
fishing stocks in less than 150 years. For example the oyster beds shown on the last map havefishing stocks in less than 150 years. For example the oyster beds shown on the last map have
all but vanished, making a food that once fed London's poor a luxury delicacy.all but vanished, making a food that once fed London's poor a luxury delicacy.
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